
Reimagining 
environmental intelligence 
for a changing planet

We believe the world’s biggest problem, 
, is aclimate change  data problem.

Positioning Statement Hero of Climate Data

Visual Language The power of the branding lies in its simplicity. A stark reflection of 
the reality of the world today. The Visuals are also an reflection of 
the Wise Persona we wanted to showcase for Ambee. Someone 
who can steer you in the right path to sustain life on earth. 
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Ambee is on a mission to create a sustainable future through easily accessible environmental 
data. They use proprietary primary data and patented data-science to build accurate climate 
intelligence and analytics. This data helps administrators, corporations and individuals take 
sustainable actions against global challenges like pollution, unpredictable weather and climate 
change.



They wanted to project themselves as a climate data company, shifting focus from present to 
future while giving prominence to use cases and applications by streamlining the content and 
renewing the flow to provide clarity and a  direct roadmap to prospective customers.

ambee

Building an identity & designing a website for a 
tech brand through effective competitor analysis, 
information structure and delightful Visuals

Branding & Identity Responsive Web design

The Timeline 

Goal definition

Research and analysis

Branding

Website Ideation

Website Structure

Scaling Visual Design

Hand off

Jan - July 2022
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The Competitive 
landscape

We analysed similar products and how they are 
presenting themselves in the market. We found some 
interesting ways.

Classic 

Formal

playful

modern

Ambee
This is where ambee 
wanted to be

Almost all the websites were formal in language although a little text heavy. 

Some brands positioned themselves well as innovative and impactful towards our planet. 

Visuals were interesting especially in Cervest visualising a sustainable future through modern 3d 
illustrations, while some went for real world photographs to build trust.

Features were being demonstrated with use cases to personalise it’s usefulness for target 
organisations.

Most brands were using dark and blue colors, bold and simple typography to present as 
powerful leaders.

Summary

The Pale Blue Dot in Ambee’s brand identity 
represents our planet Earth. It acts as a statement - 
“What we are doing as a company is driven by the 
primary goal to save this planet - the only one we 
know.”

Crafting an identity

Look again at that dot. That's 
here. That's home. That's us.

We explored various variations for the logo to define 
it’s brand language and came up with this concept...

Wordmark

Icon

Secondary Icon

Until we reached perfection

We kept iterating on the Visual language

ambee

Our Data 

Your Superpower

Start Now

APIs Applications Monitor About Us Get API for free

The only actionable insights you need to understand the environment around 
you and make informed decisions for communities, businesses and economies. 

Start Now

Our Data 

Your Superpower

ambee

Our Data

Your Superpower

ambee

Ambee helps you make better decisions using hyperlocal 

weather and climate APIs from across the world.

APIs Applications Monitor About Us Login Get API for free

Get free API keys Contact sales

Mitigate climate risks 
for your business

Supported by

Ambee helps you make better decisions using hyperlocal weather 
and climate APIs from across the world.

APIs Applications Monitor About Us Login Get API for free

Get free API keys Contact sales

Mitigate climate risks 
for your business

ambee

Best-in-Class Data APIs

Why Ambee APIs?

Ambee's APIs make environmental 
data easily accessible to developers, 
businesses, and researchers. All of 
this with unparalleled flexibility.

Granular and 
hyperlocal Data Accurate

Global

Actionable Fast and Friendly

Historical Data Forecast Agile and Customizable

Near-Real-Time

Learn More

The Power of Accurate 
Data Anytime  Anywhere. . .

Pollen Air Quality Weather Soil Water Vapour Fire GHG

Learn More
Real time air quality 
data for your business

Pollen

Air Quality

Weather

Soil

Water Vapour

Fire

GHG
Accurate pollen data to avoid season allergies Learn More

The Power of Accurate Data
Anytime  Anywhere

. 
. .

30%

world 

population 


$18B

chronic allergy 
treatment

1 in 5

people are 
affected

We own one of the world's largest IoT environmental 
sensor networks which only we can access. Our 
incredibly dense, urban spread of sensors helps us 
build better, more accurate, and more hyperlocal 
models and derive intelligence and insights in real-time

Connecting Climate 
Science with 

State-of-the-Art 
Technology

Discovering ambee
We conducted a 3 hour long brand sprint to 
understand and discover Brand Ambee.

bRAND ARCHETYPE

Examples

Sage

Who is Ambee

What Ambee helps administrators, corporations and individuals take steps to mitigate climate risk and 
measure demonstrable outcomes, all using science-based evidence.

How Ambee uses proprietary primary data and patented data-science to build accurate climate 
intelligence and analytics.

Why Ambee believes the world’s biggest problem, climate change, is a data problem. Without this 
data, all efforts are guesswork and humanity is accelerating towards extinction.


Insights from the Sprint

Top 3 values

Integrity

Empathy

Innovation

Top 3 Audience

Sustainability Heads

Mayors of Cities

Product Managers

The Sage is wise & motivated 
by knowledge and truth.

Let’s talk about results!
Through effortless navigation, optimising website performance, and 
delightful visuals, we were able to achieve the goals we aimed for.

9.09%
Avg. Session Duration

6.82%
No. of sessions per user

93.71%
Reduced bounce rate 

Happy to talk about my process in detail

Priyanshi.b02@gmail.com

PRIYANSHI BANSAL

Structuring the Website
With lot’s of pages including use cases, industry offerings and consumer product, it required 
a defined structure for a webpage that can be scaled across pages. 

Pollen, Air Quality, Weather...

Marketing, Medicine, Logistics...

Ambee app, Devices, C6....

Blog, Case studies, Whitepapers

About, Careers

Key offering (Hero)

Problem Statement

How we solve it

Testimonials

Use Cases

Features

Case studies

API’s

Blogs

Website navigation

Webpage structure

APIs

Industries

Products

Resources

Climate

Company


